A concerted, alternating sites mechanism of ubiquinol oxidation by the dimeric cytochrome bc(1) complex.
A refinement of the protonmotive Q cycle mechanism is proposed in which oxidation of ubiquinol is a concerted reaction and occurs by an alternating, half-of-the-sites mechanism. A concerted mechanism of ubiquinol oxidation is inferred from the finding that there is reciprocal control between the high potential and low potential redox components involved in ubiquinol oxidation. The potential of the Rieske iron-sulfur protein controls the rate of reduction of the b cytochromes, and the potential of the b cytochromes controls the rate of reduction of the Rieske protein and cytochrome c(1). A concerted mechanism of ubiquinol oxidation reconciles the findings that the ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase kinetics of the bc(1) complex include both a pH dependence and a dependence on Rieske iron-sulfur protein midpoint potential.An alternating, half-of-the-sites mechanism for ubiquinol oxidation is inferred from the finding that some inhibitory analogs of ubiquinol that block ubiquinol oxidation by binding to the ubiquinol oxidation site in the bc(1) complex inhibit the yeast enzyme with a stoichiometry of 0.5 per bc(1) complex. One molecule of inhibitor is sufficient to fully inhibit the dimeric enzyme, and the binding is anti-cooperative, in that a second molecule of inhibitor binds with much lower affinity to a dimer in which an inhibitor molecule is already bound. An alternating, half-of-the-sites mechanism implies that, at least under some conditions, only half of the sites in the dimeric enzyme are reactive at any one time. This provides a raison d'être for the dimeric structure of the enzyme, in that bc(1) activity may be regulated and capable of switching between a half-of-the-sites active and a fully active enzyme.